
AAHT Copyright notice

The content on the Arran Arts Heritage Trail (AAHT) website (pertaining to text 
and images) is the property of the respective owners, who are identified when 
and where possible. 

AAHT is an educational and communiAAHT is an educational and community resource, and as such is run by a team of 
volunteers. There is no financial gain (material or otherwise) from the AAHT, and 
there are no paid members of the organisation. The resource is run and 
maintained by volunteers. Contact details are below if required.

Text notice:

AAHT hAAHT have attempted to provide accurate information on this resource, however 
we take no responsibility for any errors in the text. Information relating to artists 
details are often based on secondary sources, auction results and from local 
knowledge on the Isle of Arran and our team of researchers. We will however 
endeavour to make any corrections when and where possible as these arise. 

Image notice:

Credits and image rights are prCredits and image rights are provided when and where possible. Living artist's 
work are covered on a case by case basis by DACS licensing (www.dacs.org.uk). 
The majority of content on the AAHT website is represented by artists whose 
work is out of copyright, however the owners of the artworks are acknowledged 
when and where possible. We will attempt to update this as we receive new 
information. Several artists biographies are provided by Wikipedia, and are here 
used under an attribution share-alike license. Details can be found here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Text_of_Creative_Commons_Attribution-
ShareAlike_3.0_Unported_License

Users of the website are not permitted to re-use (or create deviations) of the 
artworks and text without the explicit permissions of the copyright holders. Users 
are also expressly forbidden from using any imagery for financial or commercial 
gain without seeking permission from the image holders. 

Queries and complaints:

Queries and complaints can be sent to our contact page. If an artwork has been 
incorrectly attributed, or if there any issues regarding usage, or if you have any 
comments or suggestions please get in touch and we will aim to resolve these 
when possible. The site is an ongoing development, and we will aim to create the 
best resource available to you. Thank you. 

www.arranartsheritagetrail.com


